We present a multiwavelength investigation of the young stellar population and star formation activities around the H ii region Sharpless 311. Using our deep near-infrared observations and archival Spitzer-IRAC observations, we have detected a total of 125 young stellar objects (YSOs) in an area of ∼86 arcmin 2 . The YSOs sample include 8 Class I and 117 Class II candidate YSOs. The mass completeness of the identified YSOs sample is estimated to be 1.0 M . The ages and masses of the majority of the candidate YSOs are estimated to be in the range of ∼0.1−5 Myr and ∼0.3−6 M , respectively. The 8 µm image of S311 displays an approximately spherical cavity around the ionizing source which is possibly created due to the expansion of the H ii region. The spatial distribution of the candidate YSOs reveals that a significant number of them are distributed systematically along the 8 µm emission with a majority clustered around the eastern border of the H ii region. Four clumps/compact H ii regions are detected in the radio continuum observations at 1280 MHz, which might have been formed during the expansion of the H ii region. The estimated dynamical age of the region, main-sequence lifetime of the ionizing source, the spatial distribution and ages of the candidate YSOs indicate triggered star formation in the complex.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years H ii regions have been studied quite extensively on account of their close association with star formation. There seems to be two major modes of star formation associated with H ii regions depending on the initial density distribution of the natal molecular cloud. One is the clustered mode which gives birth to a more or less rich open cluster and the other is the dispersed mode which forms only loose clusters or aggregates of stars. Presumably, the former takes place in centrally condensed, massive clouds, whereas the latter occurs in clumpy, dispersed clouds (see E-mail: ram kesh@narit.or.th e.g., Ogura 2006) . These clusters/aggregates of stars emerging from their natal clouds are useful laboratories to address some of the fundamental questions of star formation.
Massive stars in a star-forming region (SFR) are believed to have a significant effect on the entire region. Their energetic ultra-violet (UV) radiation and stellar wind as well as blast waves from a supernova explosion can evaporate or disperse the surrounding cloud and consequently may terminate star formation in the region. Alternatively, they may play a constructive role in inciting a sequence of star formation activities in the neighbourhood. The interaction of an H ii region with the molecular cloud can trigger star formation of the next generation through two main processes, namely 'collect and collapse (CC)' and 'radiation driven implosion (RDI)'. In the CC process, a compressed layer of neutral material is accumulated between the ionization front (IF) and the shock front (SF) around the expanding H ii region. The dynamical instabilities in the high density layer result in fragmentation of the molecular gas and formation of second-generation stars including massive stars (Elmegreen & Lada 1977) . Recent simulations of this process are shown by Hosokawa & Inutsuka (2005 and Dale et al. (2007) . An observational signature of this process is the presence of a dense layer and (more or less regularly spaced) massive condensations adjacent to the H ii region (e.g., Deharveng et al. 2003 Deharveng et al. , 2005 Zavagno et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2015; Pirogov et al. 2013; Ohlendorf et al. 2013) . If the IF/SF encounters pre-existing denser region, it compresses them to induce star formation. This process is called RDI (e.g., Bertoldi 1989; Lefloch & Lazareff 1995) . The signatures of the RDI process are the anisotropic density distribution in a relatively small molecular cloud surrounded by a curved IF (bright rim) as well as a group of young stellar objects (YSOs) aligned from the bright rim towards the direction of the ionizing source(s). Several authors (e.g., Bertoldi 1989; Lefloch & Lazareff 1995; Lefloch et al. 1997; De Vries et al. 2002; Kessel-Deynet & Burkert 2003; Miao et al. 2006) have carried out detailed model calculations of the RDI process. The distribution of YSOs and the morphological details of the environment around massive star(s) are frequently used to probe the star formation history of the region (e.g., Ogura et al. 2007; Chauhan et al. 2009; Pandey et al. 2013a,b , and references therein).
THE H ii REGION S311
The H ii region Sharpless 311 (Sharpless 1953, hearafter S311) , also known as NGC 2467 (α2000= 07 h 52 m 26 s , δ2000= -26
• 26 12 ; l = 243.
• 2, b = 0.
• 4), is a part of the Puppis OB association. Fig. 1 shows the ESO Wide Field Imager (WFI) optical colour-composite image of S311. The complex is interesting as it apparently contains two young open clusters Haffner 18 (H18) and Haffner 19 (H19, is located towards north-eastern direction of H18 in Fig. 1 ). The most interesting structure is, S311 which is excited by an O6V type star HD 64315 (Crampton 1971; Keenan & Pitts 1980; Walborn 1982) . The location of three IRAS sources are also shown with diamond symbols. The white square shows the region of interest in the present study. Fig. 1 also delineates several dark and bright ridges, finger-like features, a dark filamentary structure (possibly due to large extinction), and extended ionized emission.
The cluster H18 in Fig 1, apparently close to the central nebula, is elongated along the Galactic plane with several OB type stars (Fitzgerald & Moffat 1974; Munari et al. 1998; Yadav et al. 2015; Moreno-Corral et al. 2005) . The entire region has many other early-type stars, e.g., HD 64568 (O3V), CD -26 5129 (O7), and CD -26 5126 (B0.5V), whose associations with the region are not clear (see e.g. Munari & Carraro 1996; Munari et al. 1998; Feinstein & Vazquez 1989) .
In the past, several studies based on photometric, spectroscopic and kinematic observations yielded conflicting results on distance estimation. H18 is a confusing one as it is reported to be composed of two stellar groups, (Vázquez et al. 2010; Yadav et al. 2015) . The distance estimate to H18 varies from 4.1 to 11.2 kpc (Vázquez et al. 2010; Yadav et al. 2015; Moreno-Corral et al. 2005) . The photometric studies of the S311 region by Havlen (1972) ; Georgelin et al. (1973) ; Fitzgerald & Moffat (1974) ; Feinstein & Vazquez (1989) and Yadav et al. (2015) yield mean distances of 4. 2, 4.2, 6 .9, 4.1 and 5.0 kpc, respectively. The radial velocity observations of the region obtained by Georgelin et al. (1973) and Pismis & Moreno (1976) estimated the kinematic distances to be 3.51 and 4.2 kpc, respectively, whereas Balser et al. (2011) have estimated a kinematic distance of 5.3 kpc. The large scatter in the photometric distances is mainly due to different numbers and sets of stars used for the distance estimation. The kinematic distances differ mainly due to the use of different rotation curve models. Using the isochrone fitting method and spectroscopy of the ionizing source, Yadav et al. (2015) estimated the distance to the region as 5.0 kpc. In the present study we adopt the photometric distance of 5.0 kpc which is also in agreement with the recent kinematic distance estimates by Balser et al. (2011) . Snider et al. (2009) have studied the region in an area covering approximately 400 arcmin 2 using shallow Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) (Skrutskie et al. 2006) in the near-infrared (NIR) and Spitzer Space Telescope midinfrared (MIR) observations and identified 45 candidate YSOs. They have estimated ages and masses of candidate YSOs on the basis of the spectral energy distribution (SED) analysis and found to be in the range of 0.002−1.2 Myr and 0.35−5.73 M , respectively. The total number of stars were estimated to be around 5000 by using the Salpeter IMF in an area of ∼400 arcmin 2 having masses in the range of 0.2−40 M . They also concluded that the spatial distribution of candidate YSOs in the region suggests an ongoing star formation which might have been triggered due to the expansion of the H ii region.
Since low mass stars constitute the vast majority of the Galactic stellar population, their identification, characterization and distribution are essential to draw any inference on star formation history of a complex. Deep NIR and MIR photometry is an ideal tool to uncover the low mass stellar content in heavily obscured and dense environments. In the present study we focus on understanding the star formation scenario in the H ii S311 using the low mass stellar content in the region. We identify and characterize low mass YSOs in the S311 region on the basis of deep NIR observations carried out with the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) 4-m Blanco telescope in conjugation with archival Spitzer-IRAC observations. The identified YSOs were used to understand star formation scenario of the complex. Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) radio continuum observations have been used to investigate the properties of the ionized gas. In Section 3 we describe the observations and data reduction. Section 4 describes the identification of YSOs using NIR and MIR colours, extinction in the region, emission from ionized gas, age and mass estimates of YSOs, their spatial distribution, and mass distribution. In Section 5 we discuss the star formation history in the region and we conclude our study in Section 6.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Near infrared photometry
We observed the H ii region S311 (centered on α2000= 07 h 52 m 24. s 22, δ2000= -26
• 24 58. 40) in NIR broad-bands J (1.25 µm ), H (1.63 µm ) and Ks (2.14 µm ) on 2010 March 3 using the Infrared Side Port Imager (ISPI) camera (van der Bliek et al. 2004 ) mounted on the CTIO Blanco 4-m telescope. The ISPI has a 2048 × 2048 HgCdTe HAWAII-2 array with a pixel scale of 0.3 arcsec pixel −1 , which gives a field of view (FoV) of 10.25 × 10.25 arcmin 2 . Nine dithered frames, each having an offset of ∼30 arcsec were observed with an exposure of 60s each, to compensate for the cosmetic effects of the detector, and also to create a sky image for the sky subtraction. Thus the total integration time was 540s in each of the J, H and Ks bands. The sky conditions were good in general and the seeing during the observations was approximately 1.0 arcsec. Dark frames and dome flats were obtained at the beginning and end of the observations.
The reduction was done with IRAF following the standard procedure: dark subtraction, flat-fielding, sky subtraction, alignment and averaging of the dithered frames. The offsets between the dithered frames were determined with respect to the reference frame. Thereafter, these dithered frames were mean combined and trimmed at the common area. After trimming, the final FoV of the JHKs images for photometry was found to be ∼9.2×9.4 arcmin 2 . The final frames were wcs updated by using "koords" task of "karma" using the 2MASS image of the same area as a reference. The residual rms error of the ISPI plate solution with respect to 2MASS was 0.2 arcsec. Fig. 2 shows the colourcomposite image of the region made from the three final frames in Ks (red), H (green) and J (blue) bands. Photometry was performed by using the DAOPHOT-II package in IRAF (Stetson 1987) . Since the region is crowded as well as has a large amount of diffuse emission, point-spread function (PSF) photometry was performed. The PSF was constructed by using 38, 29 and 26 well isolated bright stars in J, H and Ks-bands, respectively, which were free from the nebulosity and distributed throughout the frames. The PSF stars were identified visually in the interactive mode. The tasks "PSTSELECT" and "PSF" were used to select the stars and construct the PSF, respectively. The photometry on the final images was carried out by using "DAOPHOT-II/ALLSTAR" routines described in Stetson (1987) . Our deep NIR photometry detected 3406, 3706 and 3831 point sources above 4σ sky background in J, H, and Ks-bands, respectively. These sources in individual bands were merged (with a matching radius equal to the average seeing of 1 arcsec) to produce a J, H, Ks catalogue. In the case of multiple matches the nearest match was considered. We consider only those sources having error < 0.1 mag in all the three bands, resulting a final catalogue of 2671 point sources. This catalogue is used to identify candidate YSOs having NIR-excesses (cf. Section 4.1.1) and to produce an extinction map (cf. Section 4.2).
Photometric calibration of the instrumental J, H, and Ks magnitudes was done by using the 2MASS point sources in the FoV obtained from the Vizier catalogue service, as explained below. We obtained 314 2MASS sources with the constraints of "phqual = AAA" and "ccflag = 000" in the FoV. These constraints ensure highest photometric quality detection without neighbouring source confusion in all the three bands. We first constructed a NIR (J −H) /(H −Ks) two-colour diagram (NIR-TCD) using these data to identify only the main-sequence (MS) stars in the region. The sources having (J − H) ≤ 0.6 mag (288 sources) were considered to be MS sources. These 288 MS stars, were then matched with ISPI data with a matching radius of 1.0 arcsec which yielded 182 common sources. These sources were then used to carry out the photometric calibration by using the following relations:
Stellar sources brighter than 10 mag in all the three bands were found to be saturated and these saturated sources were replaced with the corresponding 2MASS magnitudes. The final calibrated data were then converted to the California Institute of Technology (CIT) system by using the colour transformation equations given by Carpenter (2001) . The final photometric catalogue of the NIR data containing 2671 sources has been used for further analyses and shown in Table 1 .
Optical slitless spectroscopy
Hα slitless spectroscopic observations of the S311 region were carried out by using the Himalayan Faint Object Spectrograph Camera (HFOSC) on the 2-m Himalayan Chandra Telescope (HCT) on 2007 November 16. The spectra were obtained by the combination of a wide Hα filter (6300-6740 A) and grism 5 (5200-10300Å) with a spectral resolution of 870Å. The central 2048 × 2048 pixels of the 2048 × 4096 CCD were used for the observations. Two slitless spectra each with an exposure time of 420 s were obtained and were coadded in order to increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Emission line stars were visually identified as an enhancement of Hα emission above the continuum. Two sources are found to be emission line stars.
Spitzer−IRAC observations
The Spitzer−IRAC observations for the S311 region (PID: 20726) were made on 2006 May 3 using the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm bands (hereafter ch1, ch2, ch3 and ch4) and were downloaded from the Spitzer heritage archive (SHA). The data were obtained in the high dynamic range mode with five dithered positions per map and with integration time of 0.4 and 10.4s per dither. The basic calibrated data images (version S18.18.0) were downloaded, processed and calibrated using the IRAC pipelines. The MOsaicker and Point source EXtractor package (MOPEX) pipeline (version 18.5.4) was used to create the final mosaics with an image scale of 1.2 arcsec pixel −1 . The area covered by the IRAC observations, displayed in Fig. 1 , is ∼350 arcmin 2 . The ch1 and ch2 images have an spatial offset of ∼6.7 arcmin.
As the region is crowded and has strongly varying background, aperture photometry is not applicable. Therefore, we performed the point response function (PRF) fitting method in the multi-frame mode using the tool Astronomical Point source EXtractor (APEX) developed by the Spitzer Science Center on all the Spitzer-IRAC images to extract the magnitudes. The standard PRF map table 1 provided on the Spitzer website was used to fit variable PRFs across the image. Point sources with peak values more than 5σ above the background were considered for source detection. On visual examination, many sources detected in the nebulosity appeared to be spurious. These spurious sources were deleted from the automated detection list. Moreover, some of the sources were not detected by the APEX automatic routine. These sources were identified visually and added to the coordinate list in the user-list mode in APEX to extract the magnitudes and thus we made sure that photometry of every genuine source is derived. In ch1, 185 and 284 sources had to be removed and added, respectively, whereas in ch2, 298 and 83 sources had to be removed and added respectively. A common catalogue was made by using the sources detected in ch1 and ch2, and then was used as input list to detect sources in ch3 and ch4. The adopted zero-points for conversion between the flux densities and magnitudes were taken as 280.9, 179.7, 115.0 and 64.1 Jy in the ch1, ch2, ch3 and ch4, respectively, following the IRAC Data Handbook (Reach et al. 2005) . The magnitudes of saturated bright sources in the long exposure frames were replaced with those from short exposure frames. Because ch1 and ch2 are more sensitive than ch3 and ch4 and are less affected by the bright diffuse emission that dominates in the ch3 and ch4 images, ch3 and ch4 detected far fewer sources than ch1 and ch2. The underlying typical stellar photosphere is also intrinsically fainter at ch3 and ch4 than at ch1 and ch2, which prevents the ability to detect sources in ch3 and ch4. We finally extracted 4164, 2282, 2018 and 1587 sources in the ch1, ch2, ch3 and ch4 images, respectively. The IRAC data of the four bands were merged, by matching the coordinates with a matching radius of 1.2 arcsec. We restricted our catalogue to sources having uncertainty ≤ 0.2 mag in all the bands in order to ensure good photometric accuracy. Thus, our final IRAC catalogue contains photometry of 707 sources which were detected in all the four IRAC bands. Snider et al. (2009) have reported the detection of 186 sources in an area of ∼400 arcmin 2 using MIPS and the same IRAC observations. Forty five of them were classified as candidate YSOs. Thirty one sources out of 45 are located in the FoV of the present work. Fifteen out of these 31 sources are classified as candidate YSOs candidates in the present work. The NIR-TCD for the candidate YSOs identified by Snider et al. (2009) reveals that a few of them are located below the locus of the unreddened Classical T-Tauri Stars (CTTS) by Meyer et al. (1997, cf . Section 4.1.1). These sources are considered as non-YSOs in the present study. A comparison of the present photometry with that of Snider et al. (2009) shown in Fig. 3 indicates a systematic shift of 0.1−0.5 mag with a large amount of scattering which increases towards longer wavelength. This discrepancy may be due to the different techniques (aperture photometry by 1 http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irac/calibrationfiles/psfprf/prfmap.tbl Snider et al. (2009) versus present PRF fitting) adopted in these two studies.
Completeness of the photometric data
The present photometric catalogue may be incomplete due to various reasons, e.g., crowding of stars, nebulosity and detection limits, etc. In order to evaluate the completeness limit of the photometric data in J, H, Ks, ch1, ch2, ch3 and ch4 bands, we performed "ADDSTAR" experiments of DAOPHOT II. The procedures have been outlined in detail by several authors (see, e.g., Pandey et al. 2001; Sharma et al. 2007; Jose et al. 2016 , and references therein). Briefly, in this method artificial stars of known magnitudes and positions are added randomly into the original frame. Around 15% of the total stars were added to the original frame in such a way that more number of faint stars were inserted without changing the crowding characteristics significantly (see Sagar & Richtler 1991) . The frames were reduced using the same procedure as used for the original frame. The ratio of the number of stars recovered to those added in each magnitude interval gives the completeness factor (CF) as a function of magnitude. The CF for different ISPI and IRAC bands is given in Fig. 4 . The J, H, Ks, ch1, ch2, ch3 and ch4 data are found to be 90% complete at the level of 18.0, 17.7, 17.2, 14.3, 13.7, 13.3 and 11.3 mag, respectively.
Radio Continuum Observations
In order to probe the properties of ionized gas, we have carried out 1280 MHz radio continuum interferometric observations on 2007 December 24 (proposal code 13MRS01) using the GMRT array. GMRT consists of thirty antennae, each with a diameter of 45-m, arranged in a "Y" shaped configuration. These antennae are distributed in a hybrid configuration with six antennae along each of the three radial arms (with arm length of ∼14 km) which provide the longest baseline of ∼25 km and twelve antennae randomly distributed in the central region in a compact area (referred to as the central square) of 1 km × 1 km near the center of "Y", which provide the shortest baseline of ∼100 m. GMRT provides full a FoV of 26. 2±2 at 1280 MHz. Further details about GMRT can be found in Swarup et al. (1991) . The radio sources 3C48 and 3C286 were used as the primary flux calibrators, whereas 0739+016 was used as a phase calibrator.
We analysed the data using AIPS software. The data were iteratively cleaned and calibrated by using the tasks "TVFLG" and "CALIB-GETJY-SETJY", respectively. After having removed most of the bad data (encompassing bad antennae, bad baselines, RFI affected data and so on), and obtaining a satisfactory calibration, the target source was split from the entire dataset by using the task "SPLIT". Finally, facet imaging was done by using tasks "SETFC" and "IMAGR" on this split target data in order to get the image of the region. Since our object is located near the Galactic plane, we had to take into account the system temperature corrections for GMRT. At meter wavelengths, there is a large amount of noise from the Galactic plane, therefore, effective temperature of the antennae increases, which has to be corrected. This is done by obtaining the sky temperature map of Haslam et al. (1982) at 408 MHz, and by rescaling the image by a scaling factor which is just the ratio of the system temperature toward the target source and the flux calibrator. Details of the procedure have been discussed in Mallick et al. (2012) . Fig. 5 shows the GMRT radio continuum contour map of the S311 region at 1280 MHz. In addition to our data at 1280 MHz, we also obtained the NRAO-VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) archive image at 1400 MHz.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Identification and classification of YSOs
Infrared (IR) data are a very useful tool to detect YSOs and study their nature in clusters/SFRs. YSOs exhibit strong IR excess due to the presence of circumstellar disks and envelopes, hence they can be separated out by using the NIR and MIR observations. In this section, the following procedures are adopted to identify and classify YSOs in the region.
On the basis of J, H, Ks data
The NIR-TCD, shown in Fig. 6a , was used to identify the YSO population in the S311 region. The evolutionary status of the candidate YSOs defines their locations on the NIR-TCD. The red-continuous and green-dashed curves represent the unreddened MS and giant branch (Bessell & Brett 1988) , respectively. The dotted line indicates the locus of the unreddened CTTSs (Meyer et al. 1997) . All the curves and lines are in the CIT system. The parallel dashed lines are the reddening vectors drawn from the tip (spectral type M4) of the giant branch (left reddening line), from the base (spectral type A0) of the MS branch (middle reddening line) and from the tip of the intrinsic CTTS line (right reddening line). The extinction ratios AJ /A V = 0.282, AH /A V = 0.175 and AK /A V = 0.112 have been taken from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) . The TCD is divided into 'F', 'T' and 'P' regions (cf. Ojha et al. 2004a,b) . The sources located in the 'F' region could either be field stars (MS stars, giants) or Class III and Class II sources with small NIR-excesses, whereas the sources distributed in the 'T' and 'P' regions are considered to be mostly CTTSs (or Class II objects) with relatively large NIR-excesses and likely Class I objects, respectively (for details see, e.g., Pandey et al. 2008) . However, it is worthwhile mentioning that Robitaille et al. (2006) have shown that there is a significant overlap between protostars and CTTSs. Using the NIR-TCD for the S311 region (Fig. 6a) , we have detected 71 Class II sources falling in the 'T' region which are shown as filled green triangles. Two Hα emission stars (see, Section 3.2) are also marked on the NIR-TCD.
On the basis of IRAC ch1, ch2, ch3, ch4 data
We used IRAC detections in all ch1, ch2, ch3 and ch4 bands with the uncertainty less than 0.2 mag to identify Class I and Class II sources associated with the region following the schemes described in detail by Gutermuth et al. (2009, see Appendix A−Phase 1). Various non-stellar contaminations, which include emission from Poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) dominated features, likely star-forming galaxies, and weak-line active galactic nuclei (AGNs) (see Gutermuth et al. 2008) , are eliminated by using these schemes. Out of 707 common sources detected in all IRAC bands, 454 were found to be contaminants. 
Final catalogue of YSOs
The catalogues of candidate YSOs produced by using the above mentioned three schemes are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, we obtained a final catalogue of 125 candidate YSOs after merging the above three catalogues. Out of 125 candidate YSOs, 8 sources are found to be Class I and the remaining 117 sources are Class II. It is worth mentioning that our NIR observations are ∼2 magnitude deeper than the 2MASS data. A Majority of the candidate YSOs were identified from our deep NIR observations and H, Ks, ch1 and ch2 catalogue. The sample of the final catalogue of identified candidate YSOs is given in Table 6 . The full catalogue is available in an electronic form only.
Reddening and extinction map of the region
The extinction towards a SFR can arise due to two main reasons: (1) the general interstellar medium in the foreground of the region, (2) the localized cloud associated with the SFR. The S311 region, as is clearly evident from Figs. 1, 2, and 7, is still embedded in the parent molecular cloud and can have a variable extinction. The reddening E(B − V )min for the S311 region was estimated in Yadav et al. (2015) by using the (U − B)/(B − V ) TCD as 0.55 mag. The patchy distribution in Figs. 1 and 2 could be due to high extinction caused by the presence of dense molecular material. To characterize the extinction in the S311 region, we derived an AK extinction map using the (H − Ks) colours of the background stars. To avoid the contribution of NIR-excess sources, we excluded the candidate YSOs identified in Section 4.1. We generated the extinction map of the region using the "nearest neighbourhood" method as described in Gutermuth et al. (2005) and (Jose et al. 2016) . At each position of a grid size of 10 arcsec, we measured the median (H − Ks) value of the five nearest stars. Applying the reddening laws by Flaherty et al. (2007), we converted the (H − Ks) colour to AK , using the relation AK = 1.82
where, (H − Ks)int = 0.2 is assumed as the average intrinsic colour of stars in young clusters (see Allen et al. 2008; Gutermuth et al. 2009; Jose et al. 2013) . It is expected that the foreground field stars would affect the extinction map of the S311 region, hence, we excluded the foreground extinction contribution assuming an average foreground reddening towards the region as E(B − V ) ∼0.55 mag (A V ∼1.8 mag, cf. Yadav et al. 2015) . To eliminate the foreground contribution while generating the extinction map, we used only those stars which have AK > 0.2 mag (i.e. A V > 1.8 mag). The final extinction map, having an angular resolution of 10×10 arcsec 2 and sensitive down to A V ∼16 mag, is shown in Fig.  7 . The central region of S311 seems to be less reddened, as compared to its periphery.
Emission from ionized gas in the S311 region
The morphology of the radio continuum emission contours in Fig. 5 reveals that the southwestern (SW) region is an ionization-bounded zone, whereas the decreasing intensity distribution towards the northeastern (NE) direction indicates that this region could be density bounded. The integrated flux density from the radio continuum contour map for the H ii region S311 above 5σ level is estimated to be 2.71 Jy. Assuming the ionized region to be spherically symmetric and neglecting absorption of ultraviolet radiation by dust inside the H ii region, the above flux density together with an assumed distance of 5.0 kpc, allows us to estimate the number of Lyman continuum photons (NLyc) emitted per second, and hence the spectral type of the exciting star(s). Using the relation given by Kurtz et al. (1994) for an electron temperature of 10500 K (Balser et al. 2011) , we estimated NLyc = 5.1 × 10 48 , which corresponds to a Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS)/MS spectral type of ∼O7 (Panagia 1973) . On the basis of optical spectroscopy, Yadav et al. (2015) ; Walborn (1982) and Crampton (1971) estimated the spectral type of the ionizing source of S311 as O6V±1, which is in fair agreement with the spectral type estimated from the integrated radio continuum flux. Major uncertainty in the above calculation may arise from neglecting the absorption of Lyman continuum photons by the dust. Another plausible reason could be the high resolution of GMRT data which might have filtered out the extended emission. A low resolution survey of the region by Vollmer et al. (2010) at 4800 MHz gives an integrated flux of 4.3 Jy, which yields NLyc ∼ 10 49 , suggesting an O6 V spectral type for the ionizing source, which agrees well with the spectral class estimated by previous studies. The GMRT radio data reveals four peaks which may be clumps/compact H ii regions, marked as A, B, C, and D in Fig. 5 . The physical parameters of these clumps/compact H ii regions were calculated by using "JM-FIT" task in AIPS software and are given in Table 2 . These compact H ii regions might have formed due to the expansion of ionized gas and could be the sites of high-mass stars in their earliest stages.
Physical Properties of YSOs
Spectral Energy Distribution of YSOs
In order to get an idea about the nature of the candidate YSOs identified in the present work, we have carried out SED modeling using the models and fitting tools of Robitaille et al. (2006 Robitaille et al. ( , 2007 . The model grid consists of 20,000 SED models from Robitaille et al. (2006) computed by using two-dimensional radiative transfer Monte-Carlo simulations. These models assume an accretion scenario with a central source associated with a rotationally flattened in-falling envelope, bipolar cavities and a flared accretion disk, all under radiative equilibrium. Each YSO model provides the output SEDs for 10 inclination angles, covering a range of stellar masses from 0.1 to 50 M . We only select those models that satisfy the criterion:
best is the goodness-of-fit parameter for the best-fit model and N data is the number of input observational data points. To constrain the parameters of the stellar photosphere and circumstellar environment, we fit the SEDs to only those sources for which we have a minimum of eight data points in the wavelength range from 0.36 to 8 µm . Apart from fluxes/magnitudes at different wavelengths as input parameters, two other important input parameters were the range of distance (taken to be 4.5 − 5.5 kpc) and the visual extinction A V (taken to be 1.7 − 16 mag). The upper limit of A V was considered as 16 mag which is the maximum value of extinction estimated on the basis of the extinction map analysis as discussed in Section 4.2. We searched for optical counterparts in V I bands to our sample of 125 candidate YSOs in Yadav et al. (2015) , using a matching radius of 1 arcsec, and found a match for 56 sources. To constrain the parameters of the stellar photosphere and circumstellar environment, we fit the SEDs to only those sources for which we have a minimum of eight data points in the wavelength range from 0.36 to 8 µm . This yields 16 sources detected in eight or more bands ranging from optical (U BV I) to IRAC ch4. The parameters are obtained from the weighted mean and the standard deviation of these models, weighted by e (−χ 2 /2) of each model, and are shown in Table 3 which shows that the candidate YSOs have ages and masses in the range of ∼0.05−5 Myr and ∼2−6 M , respectively. The visual extinction in the direction of these sources varies between 1.8 to 8 mag. Fig.  8 shows the SEDs for a sample of Class I (left) and Class II (right) YSO candidates. ItâȂŹs important to note that the SED fitting only provides an age and mass range for 16 of the 125 source sample, and so the fitted parameters may not be completely representative of the entire sample. Therefore, the CMD in Fig. 9 is needed to provide an age an mass range for a larger fraction of the YSO sample (see, Section 4.4.2).
CMDs of YSOs: age and mass estimation
Using the deep V and I photometry of the 56 identified candidate YSOs from Yadav et al. (2015) , their distribution on the V /(V − I) CMD is shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 , the 1 Myr post-main sequence isochrone (the thick solid curve) by Marigo et al. (2008) , which is practically identical to the ZAMS, and pre-main-sequence (PMS) isochrones by Siess et al. (2000) for age 0.1, 1 and 5 Myr are also shown. The PMS evolutionary tracks are shown with thin solid curves by Siess et al. (2000) for various mass bins. The value of the mass for each track is given towards its right. The isochrones and evolutionary tracks are corrected for the distance of 5.0 kpc and the minimum reddening, i.e., E(B −V ) = 0.55 mag. The distribution of candidate YSOs on the V /(V −I) CMD can be used to estimate their approximate ages and masses. It is evident from Fig. 9 that the candidate YSOs in the S311 region are distributed between the PMS isochrones of age 0.1 and 5 Myr and in the mass range of ∼0.3−3.5 M . These are comparable with the lifetime and masses of TTauri-stars (TTSs). The age spread indicates a non-coeval star formation in this region. The mean age of the candidate YSOs, excluding 3 stars lying near the MS is found to be 1.53 ± 1.40 Myr. A sample table giving the age and mass of candidate YSOs is given in Table 4 . The full table is available in an electronic form only. The ages and masses of the candidate YSOs estimated in Section 4.4.1 are compared with those by the V /(V −I) CMD analysis. The ages from two estimates seem to be correlated with each other, however, the mass estimates by the SED analysis seems to be larger than those by the CMD analysis.
It is worthwhile to point out that the estimation of the ages and masses of the PMS stars by comparing their locations in the CMDs with the theoretical isochrones and evolutionary tracks is prone to random as well as systematic errors (Hillenbrand 2005; Hillenbrand et al. 2008; Chauhan et al. 2009 Chauhan et al. , 2011 . The systematic errors could be due to the use of different PMS evolutionary models and the error in distance estimation etc. Apart from the latter we presume that our age estimation is affected only by the random errors, since we are using the evolutionary models by Siess et al. (2000) to estimate the ages of the candidate YSOs in the region.
The photometric errors, differential reddening, binary population etc. can cause a spread in the CMD. The average photometric uncertainties in V magnitudes and (V −I) colours estimated by using the "ADDSTAR" routine are shown on the left-hand side of the figure. The NIR-TCDs (cf. Fig. 6 ) of the candidate PMS sources suggest that they are significantly reddened and that the region is significantly affected by differential reddening. We note here that the differential reddening does not affect much in the age estimation, since the PMS isochrones are more or less parallel to the reddening vector, however it does in mass estimation. The effect of random errors due to photometric errors and reddening estimation in determination of ages and masses has been estimated by propagating the random errors to the estimates in question by assuming a normal error distribution and by using the Monte-Carlo simulations (cf. Chauhan et al. 2009 ).
The presence of binaries may also introduce errors in the age determination. Binarity will brighten the star, consequently the CMD will yield a lower age estimate. In the case of an equal mass binary we expect an error of ∼50 -60 % in the PMS age estimation. However, it is difficult to estimate the influence of binaries/variables on the mean age estimation as the fraction of binaries/variables is not known.
The ages of the young clusters/H ii regions can also be derived from the post-main-sequence age of their most massive members. The ionizing source of S311 is HD 64315, which is an O6-O7V star and seems to be on the MS. Hence, the age of the H ii region S311 should be younger or of the order of the MS lifetime of the O6-O7V star i.e., ∼5 Myr (Meynet et al. 1994 ). Thus, we can put an upper limit to the age of S311 as ∼5 Myr.
Spatial distribution of YSOs
The spatial distribution of candidate YSOs is an important tool to understand the star formation scenario in the region. Fig. 10 shows the spatial distribution of the candidate YSOs on the Ks−band image along with the 8 µm contours taken from Spitzer IRAC ch4 and the radio contours at 1280 MHz. The 8 µm contours reveal a rather symmetric distribution around the ionizing source HD 64315. It is interesting to note that almost all the Class I sources are distributed along the 8 µm contours, whereas a significant number of Class II candidate YSOs are clustered towards the eastern border of the symmetrical distribution of the 8 µm emission. A significant number of the candidate YSOs are located towards the H18 region. To check whether all of them belong to the same population, we divided the YSOs sample into three sub-samples, namely, H18N, H18S and the remaining sample of the candidate YSOs. The H18N and H18S subregions are marked in Fig. 10 . We estimated the NIR-excess ∆(H − Ks), which is defined as the horizontal distance of the sources from the left-most reddening vector in the NIR-TCD (see Fig. 6a ). The ∆(H −Ks) distribution for the three sub-regions is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 11 , which shows a similar distribution for all the three regions. Since ∆(H −Ks) is an indicator of age (Hernández et al. 2007 ), we can safely presume that the age distribution of the candidate YSOs in the three sub-regions is identical. In the lower panel of Fig 11, we have also plotted a V /(V − I) CMD for the candidate YSOs lying towards the H18N and H18S regions and isochrones corrected for the distance and reddening of H18 (i.e., distance=11 kpc and E(B − V )=0.60 mag), which reveals that all the candidate YSOs become younger than 1 Myr. This seems very much unlikely for Class II objects. Hence, we presume that all the candidate YSOs are located at the distance of S311, i.e., at the distance of 5 kpc and belong to the same population. The candidate YSOs in Fig. 10 are distributed in a clumpy manner. To isolate these cores/clumps of candidate YSOs from the non-uniform background due to the clumpy nature of the molecular cloud, we followed the statistical approach by generating a minimal spanning tree (MST) for the candidate YSOs, as already has been discussed in detail by Gutermuth et al. (2005 Gutermuth et al. ( , 2008 Gutermuth et al. ( , 2009 ). Using the identified candidate YSOs we estimated the projected separation from each YSO to its neighbours. Fig. 12 (left panel) shows the MST of the YSO positions. Black points and black MST connections are more closely spaced objects than the critical length as measured in the cumulative distribution of MST branch lengths (right panel of Fig. 12 ). The critical length is estimated as described by Gutermuth et al. (2009) by using the histogram method ( Fig. 12; middle panel) and the cumulative distribution ( Fig. 12; right panel) which comes out to be ∼0.7 pc. The candidate YSOs and MST branches shown with cyan, indicate isolated objects having distances more than the critical length. We can easily see the close grouping of candidate YSOs on the eastern side of the H ii region.
Mass function of identified YSOs population
The initial distribution of stellar masses in a SFR is known as the initial mass function (IMF) and together with the star formation rate and stellar density, it dictates the evolution and fate of star clusters as well as of galaxies (Kroupa 2002) . The mass function (MF) is often expressed by the power law, N (log m) ∝ m Γ , and its slope is given as Γ = d log N (log m)/d log m, where N (log m) is the number of stars per unit logarithmic mass interval. For the mass range 0.4 < M/M < 10, the classical value derived by Salpeter (1955) for the slope of MF is = -1.35.
Since our NIR data are deeper, we expect to have a better detection of candidate YSOs towards the fainter end in comparison to the optical data. Therefore, we estimated the IMF of the identified YSOs using the NIR data. Fig. 13 shows the J/(J − H) CMD for the candidate YSOs identified in Section 4.1. The average age of the candidate YSOs is ∼1.53 Myr (Section 4.4). The thin and thick curves represent the 1 Myr PMS isochrone by Siess et al. (2000) and Baraffe et al. (1998 Baraffe et al. ( , 2003 . Both the isochrones are corrected for the cluster distance and minimum reddening. The masses of the probable YSO candidates can be estimated by comparing their locations on the CMD with the evolutionary models of PMS stars. To estimate the stellar masses, the J luminosity is recommended rather than that of H or Ks, as J is less affected by the emission from circumstellar material (Bertout et al. 1988 ). The dashed oblique lines denote the reddening vectors for PMS stars of 1 Myr having masses in the range of 0.3 − 3.5 M . Fig. 13 reveals that the majority of the Class II candidate YSOs have masses in the range of 0.5 − 3.5 M . Fig. 14 shows the derived mass function for the candidate YSOs in the mass range 0.5 ≤ M/M ≤ 3.5, which is found to be rather flat (Γ = 0.42 ± 0.43). Since our data are complete up to ∼90% for J ∼18.0 mag, the present MF estimation considering the extinction in the region, should not be affected by the incompleteness down to 1.0 M . The MF in the mass range 1.0 ≤ M/M ≤ 3.5 comes out to be 0.59 ± 1.16. Here we would like to point out that the present MF is only for Class II sources. Several Class III as well as Class II candidate YSOs having very small NIR excess are not included in the sample. We have estimated the total number of probable candidate YSOs in the mass range of 1 ≤ M/M ≤ 3.5 using the Salpeter MF slope and a constant 'A' as described by Snider et al. (2009) . However, the S311 region has only one O type star, so we scaled down the constant value for one O type star. The constant 'A' derived by Snider et al. (2009) Hernández et al. 2008) , which is comparable with the estimated age of the region and the age of the ionizing source in the region.
DISCUSSIONS
Since massive stars in SFRs significantly affect the entire region, the morphology of SFRs is an important tool to understand the star formation history of the region. The left panel of Fig. 15 presents a colour-composite image made by using Hα (blue) taken from Yadav et al. (2015) and IRAC ch4 (red), whereas the right panel shows a colourcomposite made from MIPS 24 µm (red) taken from SHA and Hα (blue) images overlayed with the GMRT 1280 MHz contours. The solid red squares and a blue square are the locations of the Class I sources and the ionizing source, respectively. A dark lane of molecular cloud (right panel) is seen in the upper half of the Hα image, extending from East to West in a semi-circular filamentary fashion. A bright emission in Hα bisects this dark lane to make East and West components. It is to be noted that Hα and ch4 emissions are remarkably anti-correlated. The IRAC ch4 emission makes a rather spherical cavity around the ionizing source which is open towards East.
The S311 region is a rather spherical H ii region around the ionizing star and is nearly surrounded by a dust ring, as revealed by the MIR emission in the ch4 observations centered at 8 µm. The far-ultraviolet (FUV) radiation can escape from the H ii region and penetrate into the surface of the molecular clouds to some extent creating a photodissociation region (PDR) in the surface layer of the clouds (see, e.g., Povich et al. 2007; Deharveng et al. 2010) . PAHs within the PDR are excited by the UV photons and re-emit their energy at MIR wavelengths, particularly between 6 and 10 µm. The ch4 includes several discrete PAH emission features (e.g., 6.2, 7.7, and 8.6 µm) in addition to the contribution from the thermal continuum component from hot dust (Peeters 2011) . The ring of PAH emission surrounds the IF, indicating the interface between the ionized and molecular gas (i.e. PDR). The absence of 8 µm emission in the interior of the H ii region is interpreted as due to the destruction of PAH molecules by intense UV radiation of the ionizing star (Povich et al. 2007 ). The dust ring represents a bubble with the ionization source at its center. The bubble seems to be open towards the east direction. Inside the bubble the region is extremely rich in structure. De Marco et al. (2006) observed the central part of the bubble (FoV 150 × 150 arcsec 2 ) using HST ACS camera and discovered several extremely sculpted limb-brightened ridges and many small and partly limb-brightened fragments. In their study they also found few finger-like structures with tips pointing towards the ionizing source.
The right panel of Fig. 15 presents the distribution of emission at 24 µm and Hα wavelengths. Extended 24 µm bright emission associated with the bubbles is observed around the ionizing source. Spectroscopy of the H ii regions (Roelfsema et al. 1998; Peeters et al. 2002) shows that no strong nebular emission lines are present in the 24 µm band; the emission is mostly from the continuum and can only be attributed to the dust. Therefore, warm dust grains must be present in the ionized region. Emission at 24 µm is also observed in the PDR region detected in the 8.0 µm observation which delineates the cavity. This emission is rather faint.
The low resolution (∼43 × 33 arcsec 2 ) radio continuum map from GMRT at 1280 MHz (Fig. 15, right panel) shows emission from ionized gas of the nebula, which indicates that the ionized gas emission spatially follows the same pattern as the warm dust emission at 24 µm . It is evident from the radio morphology that there is a sharp boundary towards the southern part of the nebula and diffuse emission extending towards the NE and NW directions. The structure of the radio continuum map and H ii region indicates that the ionized gas is possibly undergoing a champagne flow (also known as a blister region; Tenorio-Tagle 1979; Alloin & Tenorio-Tagle 1979; Stahler & Palla 2005) due to the fact that density is low towards NE and NW. On the contrary, the southern region seems to be ionization bounded.
The spatial distribution of youngest sources (Class I; red squares) detected in the region are also over-plotted in Fig. 15 . The PAH emission observed at the boundary of the H ii region is remarkably well correlated with the distribution of these candidate YSOs, suggesting that a few of them are thought to have formed due to the expansion of the H ii region.
The ionizing source HD 64315 (∼O6 V) seems to be on the MS with a MS life-time of ∼5 Myr (Meynet et al. 1994 ). This suggests that the H ii region may still be under expansion. The dynamical age of S311 can be estimated by using the model by Dyson & Williams (1997) with an assumption that the ionized gas of pure hydrogen is at a constant temperature in an uniform medium of constant density. If the H ii region S311 is created in a homogeneous medium of typical density 10 3 (10 4 ) cm −3 and ionized by an O6V star which emits NLyc ∼10 49 s −1 (logNLyc ∼49.0) effective ionizing photons per second, its Strömgren radius (rs) would have been ∼0.13 (0.62) pc. Since the H ii region is over-pressured compared to the surrounding neutral gas and expands, its radius r(t) at time t (Spitzer 1978 ) is given as r(t) = rs 1 + 7CII t 4rs
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The observed radius of the ionized gas from the GMRT radio contours as well as from the NVSS contours is found to be ∼3.15 arcmin, which corresponds to a physical radius of about 4.6 pc at a distance of 5.0 kpc. The expansion velocity of the ionized gas is reported of the order of 9 km s −1 (Pismis & Moreno 1976) . Assuming an expansion speed (CII ) of 9 km/s and typical density of the ionized gas as 10 3 (10 4 ) cm −3 , the dynamical age (t) of the ionized region comes out in the range of ∼1−4 Myr. The estimated dynamical age must be considered highly uncertain because of the assumption of an uniform medium, the assumed expansion velocity etc. Since the H ii region is found to be (partially) surrounded by the neutral gas, we would expect an expanding IF to be preceded by a swept-up shell of cool gas as it erodes into a neutral cloud. This is evident from the 8 µm emission shown in Fig. 10 .
All the Class I and a few of the Class II candidate YSOs are found to be associated with the PAH ring as revealed by the MIR emission in the Spitzer IRAC 8 µm observations (cf. Fig. 10 ), suggesting triggered star formation around the region. We find that the candidate YSOs do not show any aligned distribution as expected in the case of RDI, so RDI cannot be the process for triggering of the second generation of stars in S311. Snider et al. (2009) preferred the SF traveling in advance of the IF as the triggering mechanism over the CC scenario because they do not see any strong evidence for regularly spaced protostars forming around the edge of the H ii region. However, they pointed out that some of the candidate YSOs in the region might have been formed by the CC process as well. We speculate, on the basis of spherical morphology of the ionized region, which is partially surrounded by the dust emission (see Fig. 10 ), and the association of Class I and Class II candidate YSOs with the dust region, triggered star formation, possibly due to the CC process took place around the S311 region.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We have performed multiwavelength investigation of young stellar population and star formation activities in the H ii region S311. The main results are summarized as follows:
(i) The 8 µm image displays an approximately spherical cavity which is possibly created due to the expansion of the H ii region. This cavity seems to be open towards the east and west directions.
(ii) We have identified 125 likely candidate YSOs using IRAC and NIR TCDs which include 8 Class I, and 117 Class II sources. The ages and masses of the candidate YSOs are estimated by using the SED modeling and V /(V −I) CMD. The ages and masses are found to be in the range ∼0.1−5 Myr and ∼0.3−6 M , respectively. All the Class II candidate YSOs are found to be located at the distance of the S311 region, i.e. at ∼ 5 kpc.
(iii) The extinction in the region is found to be variable with large extinction regions distributed near the periphery of the H ii region.
(iv) All the Class I and a few of the Class II candidate YSOs are found to be associated with 8 µm emission at the periphery of the H ii region. The spatial distribution of the candidate YSOs displays a strong clustering at the NE border of the complex.
(v) The GMRT radio continuum observations at 1280 MHz detect four clumps/compact H ii regions which could have been assembled during the expansion of the H ii region.
(vi) The spatial distribution of candidate YSOs along the periphery of the H ii region, the ages of the candidate YSOs, the dynamical age of the region and the age of exciting source, suggest that the formation of candidate YSOs possibly have been triggered by the expansion of the H ii region. However, molecular line observations, detailed velocity and age measurements of the stars in the region are necessary to say anything conclusively about the star formation scenario. a Position-angle Table 3 . Inferred physical parameters from SED fits to 16 of 125 candidate YSOs. IDs are the same as in Table 6 . Figure 2 . ISPI NIR colour-composite image of the S311 region made by using the J (blue), H (green) and Ks (red) images. The field of view is ∼9.2×9.4 arcmin 2 . North is up, and east is to the left. (5, 7, 10, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27, 30, 35, 37, 40, 45, 50) 1 Myr (Baraffe) Figure 13 . J/(J − H) CMD of identified candidate YSOs in S311. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 6 . The dotted curve denotes the ZAMS taken from Marigo et al. (2008) . The thin and thick continuous curves denote the loci of 1 Myr PMS star, derived from Siess et al. (2000) and Baraffe et al. (1998 Baraffe et al. ( , 2003 , respectively. The masses range from 0.3 to 3.5 M from bottom to top. All the isochrones are corrected for the distance and reddening of the S311 region. Dashed lines represent reddening vectors for various masses at 1 Myr.
Young stellar population and star formation activities in the S311 region 21 Spitzer 24 µm image (red) superimposed on a WFI Hα image (blue). The GMRT radio contours at 1280 MHz are displayed on both the images. The locations of Class I sources and the ionizing source are marked with solid red squares and a blue square, respectively on both the images. The field size is ∼9.2×9.1 arcmin 2 and north is up, east is to the left for all the images.
